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Abstract
0xchan is a decentralized and immutable message board system on the Ethereum blockchain where users can
post messages and media files. Storage of those messages is handled via IPFS and a smart contract is used to
store a ledger of all messages. A Proof of Stake style mechanism ensures quality content and protects the system
against spam, while also incentivising users to stake their Ether. The immutable and decentralized nature of the
system allows for free speech and gives way to create truly censorship resistant and self sustaining platforms.
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I disapprove of what you say, but
I will defend to the death your
right to say it.
Evelyn Beatrice Hall
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What 0xchan is

Like many other dApps 0xchan consists of a website that interfaces with a smart contract. The contract serves as
a decentralized ledger to write to and read from while larger chunks of data are stored on the decentralized IPFS
network. The smart contract and the storage is decentralized, the website however is not. Users can clone or fork
the website repository and set up another interface by themselves and either host it for others to use as well or run
it on a local webserver for themselves.

Figure 1: Simplified interaction flow between users, smart contract and IPFS
By crafting the necessary transaction data themselves, users could also send messages directly to the smart
contract through the use of tools like MyEtherWallet or Etherscan or even command line interfaces. There is no way
to restrict a user from sending messages to the contract.
The messages sent to the system usually consist of at least a short or long comment made by the user, an optional
subject and optional media attachments. This allows users to freely express their thoughts, discuss various topics
and engage with ongoing discussions or start new ones. All of this happens free from censorship by government or
other authorities.
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What IPFS is

IPFS, or the “InterPlanetary FileSystem” is a self described peer-to-peer hypermedia protocol to make the web
faster, safer, and more open.
It relies on users operating so called nodes to distribute server load and content storage across multiple machines
with a certain level of redundancy.
Nodes will keep stored content as long as the node has it pinned. If content gets unpinned it will be purged from
the node once no more requests for that content are made to preserve storage space. Users can set up their own
nodes and require them to replicate data from another node they specify. That way a network can be established
with redundancy.
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Users can interact with IPFS either through the use of a command line interface, desktop or mobile applications,
or by using web interfaces.
More on IPFS can be read in their own whitepaper1 .
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Decentralization and immutability

As stated before, data on IPFS can vanish if the content is unpinned and when not enough requests are made for
the content to be saved from the IPFS garbage collector tool, although the deletion propagates very slowly as most
files remain inside a node’s cache for a prolonged period of time and can be retrieved by requesting the file again.
By default, 0xchan.net will operate it’s own IPFS node which other users can tap into and replicate to create
redundant data storage. They can also choose to refuse garbage collection on their nodes which makes it possible to
further keep files even though they are removed on the replicated node.
If content is deleted on a node and is being re-added to the same node directory, the generated hash will remain
the same. This will always be the case if users use the 0xchan.net interface to upload their files, since it’ll always use
the same directories.
The immutability stems from the fact that the smart contract can never be stopped at any time unless the entire
Ethereum network is halted. As more users deploy their own nodes to replicate the 0xchan.net node, the level of
decentralization rises and by not allowing files to be deleted the content distribution network becomes immutable as
well.
By hosting their own nodes and participating in the content distribution, users are also strengthening the network
against single point of failures and censorship by the operator of the 0xchan.net node.
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Using 0xchan

Users can either browse 0xchan and just read the conversations or actively participate in them. Simply browsing the
dApp for content comes at no extra cost to the user, while posting a comment will invoke a fee. This prevents spam
bots from using 0xchan as a dumping ground for malicious or otherwise irritating content, so users can focus on real
human to human discussions.

4.1

Proof of Stake

The requirement for each user that wants to post on 0xchan is to have a minimum of 0.5 Ether locked in the
contract. This will be used as stake and collateral at the same time. Staking requirement for sending messages with
attachments is an additional 1.5 Ether. The Ether sent as stake can be withdrawn by the users anytime if they did
not post in the past 24 hours and there are no pending reports.
The stake will also assign users a certain percentage in the distributed rewards system.
Stake can be deposited by either using the proper functions of the smart contract or by simply sending Ether to
the contract’s address. The default action for received Ether is to turn it into stake. If the maximum amount of 2
Ether that can be staked is reached, additional Ether will be used to purchase ZCH.
4.1.1

ZCH

Each post sent to 0xchan costs an additional 0.0001 Ether fee which is distributed among all stake holders (80%)
will purchase P3D (15%) and a portion of it will stay in the contract to be used to settle expenses (5%).
1 IPFS

Whitepaper https://github.com/ipfs/papers/raw/master/ipfs-cap2pfs/ipfs-p2p-file-system.pdf
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This fee should make it expensive enough for people to not spam the system with useless content, but low enough
to allow for easy entry into free discussions. The price for a message can and should be adjusted to meet market
conditions.
Users can also pay this fee in advance by purchasing ZCH, an ERC-20 token. This will also increase their overall
percentage in the stake sharing pool. When users choose to use ZCH to pay for a post, they will only have to pay
the Ethereum network fee which is kept at the lowest minimum possible due to gas optimization processes in the
smart contract.
There is only a theoretical limit to the amount of ZCH that can ever be minted but the contract does not have
a restriction on the maximum supply for ZCH. The use of ZCH burns the token.
4.1.2

0xchan and P3D

0xchan will put the 15% of the posting fee into a pool which will purchase P3D tokens2 from the P3D smart contract.
The pool will be managed by the 0xchan smart contract and users can force a purchase whenever they like, however
it won’t be possible to use a masternode during those purchases. This will generate dividends for the P3D network
but the contract will also receive those dividends just the same. The dividends collected that way will be released
to all ZCH token holders everytime a new P3D purchase is made.

4.2

Posting a message

Users will make use of the website’s input forms similar to the one in figure 2 to create their threads and replies, as
well as attach media files to their posts.

Figure 2: Example for an input field as found on 4chan
Since storing data on the Ethereum blockchain is quite expensive in terms of gas cost, we push the comment data
and optional images to IPFS and only write the storage hash to our smart contract ledger.
2 PoWH3D

Wiki (2018) https://powh3d.hostedwiki.co/
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Figure 3: Disassembly of a message to 0xchan and storage procedure, content stored is subject to change
All text based key values will be transformed into a single JSON object, images will be added as they are to the
IPFS node. The frontend will initiate the process, wait until the files have been added and pinned and return their
IPFS hashes accordingly so the transaction can be properly written to the blockchain.
4.2.1

Interacting with posts

Each post can be interacted with in many ways, replying to them is just one of those possibilities.
Users can award each other (you) tokens that can be collected and later be redeemed for cosmetic things. (you)
don’t account for any additional stake nor can they be traded or sold.
Another way to thank users for a post would be through an integrated donation function that engages a standard
Ether transfer from the user clicking the button on 0xchan.net to the user that made the post where users can choose
how much Ether will be sent themselves. No Ether will be transferred to the 0xchan contract that way.

4.3

User profiles

Each user will have an automatically populated profile page displaying their address, amount of posts made, amount
of ZCH and stake, amount of (you) awarded and some more silly things for users to show off. Later additions may
include collectible things like achievements.

4.4

Creation of custom boards

Users will have the opportunity to create their own so called boards. Boards serve as a general filter for categories
of various interests, i.e. automobiles, photography, drawing but also adult themed content like pornography, fetishes
and so on.
To create a board users can either send a creation transaction directly by calling the corresponding function from
Etherscan or similar tools, or by using a form on the website. The creation process of a board will ask the user for a
shortcode for the board that should not be larger than 4 letters or numbers (i.e. wsg), a complete name (i.e. Work
Safe GIF ) and a short description of the content the creator would like to see on that board (i.e. A collection of safe
for work animated images).
The creation process will burn 100 ZCH from the user’s account or if the user doesn’t have 100 ZCH to burn ask
for 0.01 Ether which will be distributed in the same way as a regular posting fee.
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0xchan will provide a few default boards at launch to serve as a base, custom boards can be added post launch.
The list of available boards will be automatically updated each time a new board has been added.

4.5

Moderation

Since 0xchan aims to give the power of moderation to its actual
userbase instead of enabling despotism, no elaborate additional
scheme like Delegated Proof of Stake will take place, as those are
regularly prone to abuse by accounts with enough funding and
will subsequently turn a free speech and unregulated platform
into a place of collusion and voting fraud.
The moderation process starts with a report from a user,
which costs 0.001 Ether and will set in motion following mechanics:
1. Freezing of the accused user’s Stake (Ether)
2. Suspension of transfer of user’s ZCH to addresses other
than the contract
3. Letting the moderation contract select 21 randomly chosen accounts to vote on this issue
Selection of voters will take place inside a smart contract
to increase the level of transparency for the users. The first 11
votes will be accounted for, all other votes will be rejected. If the
majority votes for a permanent hiding of the offending content,
all participating voters and the reporting user are granted 10
ZCH each, the reporting user will receive their reporting fee
back and the content will be hidden permanently on 0xchan.net;
if the majority thinks the report was false, the reporting fee will
be frozen and depending on the outcome of a possible appeal
will be used to purchase P3D. The option to vote on a report
will stay open for 7 days.
Voting results will be displayed on a page hosted with
0xchan.net and users can file for appeals from within that page.
Should they choose to appeal, 21 new users will be selected
to vote and essentially repeat the previous process once more. Figure 4: Simplified flow of reporting process, moderation
Appealing does not incur additional fees. The option to appeal voting and appeal process
stays available for 7 days. Should the user choose not to appeal
will the liquidation of their assets take place; the ZCH will be
burned and the staked Ether will be used to purchase P3D.
If an appeal was successful, the accused user’s assets will be
unfrozen, the hidden content will be visible again and the assets of the voters who initially voted to permanently
hide the content will be liquidated instead; ZCH will be burned and the staked Ether will be used to purchase P3D.
A report will be discarded if less than 11 votes are cast on it, or if the maximum time to live for the report is
reached (7 days in this example). The reporting fee will be scheduled to be refunded to the reporter and no action
will take place regarding the content.
The moderation contract is a seperately deployed contract which can be dynamically linked to the 0xchan main
contract. This allows us to update the codebase should any issues arise or new features be needed.
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4.6

Withdrawal or reinvesting of user funds

Since users are subject to receiving a reward based on their staked amount and total amount of ZCH in posession,
the website will also provide an easy to use withdrawal functionality where users can always see how much Ether
has accumulated since the last withdrawal and then decide to move that to their wallet, or use the funds to directly
purchase ZCH instead.
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Crowdfunding participants

Users who participated in the crowdfunding campaign will be able to trade their ZCI tokens in a ratio of 1:1 with
the smart contract and receive ZCH in return. This will be done by using a function on the 0xchan smart contract
which takes ZCI as payment and returns that payment with the ZCH token.
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Changelog
• Jan. 10, 2019 (v1.0.1): Added Changelog; changed functionality of moderation process to not freeze ZCH of
accused user, but instead only prohibit transfer to other addresses to still allow for posting
• Jan. 2, 2019 (v1.0.0): Release of Working Draft
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